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Abstract— Nowadays the Big data is playing a major role in
the IT industry. Apparently the number of job opportunities in
this area is rapidly increasing. The job market is unaware of the
required skills to ﬁnd the niche for this professions. The HR
recruiters of the organization ﬁnd difﬁculty for identifying
suitable professionals for various roles related to big data .In this
paper we propose a semi-automated analytical methodology for
the classiﬁcation of big data related job roles. By analyzing a large
amount of real world job post published online, we classify the
big data jobs into four families. Then recognize the nine groups
of big data skill set by using topic modelling algorithm, then
mapping the skill set to the job families according to the demand
by the industry. From this structured classiﬁcation of job families
and skill set we assembled a semi-automated analytical
methodology using machine learning algorithm and expert
judgment for ﬁnding the suitable professionals to ﬁt the big data
job roles .The proposed method is applied over the resume of the
professionals and the results obtained are conﬁrmed with the
manual classiﬁcation by various HR experts.
Keywords:- Predictive system, machine learning, big data, data
analytics, topic modelling,

INTRODUCTION
Big data has become one of the prominent player in the IT
industry. Big data phenomenon can be deﬁned as information
assets characterized by such a high volume, velocity and variety
to require speciﬁc technology and analytical methods for its
transformation into value[1].The challenges in handling Big
Data because of the enlarged data size include capturing,
storage, analysis, search, transfer, querying, visualization
updating and maintaining information privacy. Now it is also
being used to refer user behavior analytic, predictive analytic,
and certain other types of advanced data analytic methods
through which value is extracted from data[2].Big data analysis
helps in help ﬁnding modern trends of business trends, disease
prevention and also ﬁght crime. Data analytic is now being
effectively used by medical practitioners, entrepreneurs and
scientists alike for meeting daily challenges with humongous
data sets in the world of Internet search, urban informatics, and
business informatics, e-Science work, like meteorology,
genomics, physics simulations, biology connectives, and
environmental research. The multifaceted nature of Big Data
facilitate numerous job opportunities that any aspiring
individual can grab for a successful future and bright prospect.
Big Data provides tailor made solutions for business problems
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across multiple sectors from health care to investment banking,
gas to IT and oil, and insurance to education.
Big Data jobs have been created in almost all industries like
marketing, banking/investment banking, ﬁnance, games etc.
The number Big Data jobs have increased by about 212% in the
last ﬁve years. But there is a lack of skilled personnel who can
actually and competently ﬁll these positions. Employers ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to ﬁll in these expert categories and has an effect on
their salaries. It has been noticed that a median salary is that of
$55000. When compared to other IT-related roles, it is indeed
very high. Jobs in Big Data are forecast to be rising by 160%
between 2017 and 2023.According to IDC, the Big Data market
would be worth $46.34 billion by 2018, its a technology and
associated services market is likely to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR)[16] of 23.1% from 2013 to 2020.
The annual spends might reach $48 billion in 2020. Hadoop is
predicted to grow at 58.2% CAGR between 2013 and 2020. The
IDC predictions are positive.
The rapid expansion of big data analytics is forcing
companies to rethink their human resource need. Employers
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to ﬁll in these expert categories with suitable
professionals. It is unclear which types of job roles and skills
constitute this area. This confusion makes the HR recruiters to
ﬁnd niche proﬁles for this posts. As a solution for this we
propose a semi-automated analytical methodology for big data
professionals. This will help the HR recruiters and managers to
solve this crisis. The paper is organized as follows; Literature
review, methodology we have used, result analysis and
summarizes our conclusions and suggests future extensions to
the current work
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Steven Miller[4] states that the big data analytics talent
discussion has largely focused on data scientists. As its
importance is going to the peak of networking, every
professional occupation and universities should focus on
employees and students with skills to cope with the era of big
data. Focusing on big data jobs is more important now which
includes information strategists, information system
professionals and data governance and ethics professionals
. The information strategist: There is an increased need for
graduates with both business and industry acumen. University
data management courses concern themselves with technical
issues and hence business-focused data skills are largely
developed on the job
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Big data information systems professionals: Information
systems curricular need to evolve quickly to better prepare
students for the emerging jobs of data professionals and roles
Data governance and ethics professionals: Data
governance and data ethics have their less importance like they
are offered to students as elective courses or are not been fully
developed by universities.
Provost, F., Fawcett,[3] in their work states that what
exactly data science is as it is umbrella term comprising all data
science jobs . The importance of data science and data scientists
is rapidly increasing and hence its principles should be
discussed explicitly in order to realize the real potential of data
science
Brynjolfsson, E., Hitt, L, M., Kim, [5] H.H in their work
states that how the data driven decision making impact on ﬁrms
aspect. The effect of data driven decision making on the
productivity do not appear to be due to reverse causality which
is found through instrumental variable Some of the most
interesting Big Data roles according to Digividya[2] are s
methods and our results provide some of the ﬁrst large scale
data on the direct connection between data-driven decision
making and ﬁrm performance
Some of the most interesting Big Data roles according to
Digividya [2] are
Data analyst: They are typical problem solvers and they
analyze various data systems, create programmed systems for
information retrieval from a database and compile reports
Database administrator: They manage the daily functioning
of a database which includes controlling modiﬁcations and
updates, maintaining backups and making sure that the database
remains stable.
Data scientist: They needs to dive into raw data, in-depth
analysis and presentation of ﬁndings to the business leaders for
the latter to make smart decisions for achieving business goals.
Data architect: They create data workﬂows; design and test
new database prototype sand also makes database solutions
from business directives base manager: They are able to lead
data items, maintain an entire database environment and also
the standard management duties of managing people and
departmental budget. Big data engineer: They need to stalwart
communicators who not only understand the major goals of the
company but also use data to achieve these goals. The mediate
between data scientists and business executives so that they
help the engineering team in processing data to meet business
goals, evaluate new data sources and handle copious amounts
of raw data. Baojan Ma, Nan Zhang, Guannan Liu, Liangqiang
Li, Hua Yuan[6] stated in their work Semantic search for public
opinions on urban affairs, a probabilistic topic modeling based
approach used similar classiﬁcation criteria that needed for this
work. In order to search for relevant public opinions among
unwanted ones, the ofﬁce can conduct keywords rather than
are analyzed with the presence matrix and suitable
professionals are predicted.
3.1 Data set gathering
By analyzing a various job site across worldwide web, from
https://www.dice.com an American based job portal retrieved
the job post and the skillsets. Unlike from other web portals dice
organize the job post with the rear roles are organized in
alphabetic order .It will also have better With the help of the
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manual read or summarizing retrieved results through Latant
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) where prepossessing subject
clustering for the comment data is done based on a probabilistic
topic modeling approach while a semantic search tool is not yet
routinely employed in various departments, the users are more
satisﬁed with this SS-LDA method. Sergio Moro, Paulo Cortez,
Paulo Rita[7] have used a text mining approach using LDA in
their works, which resulted in several topics grouping articles
in which each of those topics are characterized by three most
relevant terms. The intrinsic limitations of clustering
algorithms such as LDA have lead efforts toward validating the
hypotheses for relations between the several terms and
corresponding trends
SeanGerrish,ChongWang,DavidM,Blei[8]state
that
Probabilistic topic models are a popular tool for the
unsupervised analysis of text, providing both a predictive
model of future text and a latent topic representation of the
corpus where the latent space is used to check models,
summarize corpus and guide exploration of its contents. New
quantitative methods for measuring semantic meaning in
inferred topics are presented in this paper. The measures we
develop here have a possibility of being incorporate with
human judgments into the model-learning framework or
creating a computational proxy that simulates human
judgments
Ingo Feinerer, Kurt Hornik, David Meyer[9], is analyzing
the R infrastructure and its usage in text mining which is widely
used discipline utilizing statistical and machine learning
methods. We presents the tm package for this text mining
within R techniques for count-based analysis method, text
clustering, text classiﬁcation and string kernels and also
interfacing with other open source toolkits like Weka or open
NLP into the available technology in R, offering further
methods for tokenization, stemming, sentence detection and
part of speech tagging. Thinking on integrating tm with lsa
package, we are working on memory-efﬁcient clustering
techniques in R to handle highly dimensional sparse matrices
as found in larger text mining case studies. tm will be among
the ﬁrst to take advantage of new technology as researches are
going on in analyzing large data sets by using sparse data
structures.
3 METHODOLOGY
Predictive system for getting suitable human resource for
big data professionals is done through the following steps by
combining a series of existing analytical practices .First we
have to gather the data set of substantial amount of related on
line job posts, by means of web scraping techniques. Second,
we will deﬁne the job families by expert judgment. Third, by
applying suitable topic modeling algorithm relevant skill set is
identiﬁed Fourth, mapping of skill set to job families and a
presence matrix is formed. Finally resume of the professionals
Spider a web scraping tool retrieved the data from the website.
WebCrawlers can automatically retrieve information and store
in the desired locations [10].22000+ online post where retrieved
by web crawlers. The data pre-processing has to be done in this
data set. Tokenization in which punctuation are removed and
text are split in simple sentences then to words. All are been
converted to lowercase. Stop words are removed. Unlike from
other data preprocessing the words with less than 3 letters are
not removed
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3.2 JOB FAMILY IDENTIFICATION
Analyzing the data set with the help of literature discussed
in previous section classiﬁed the job post into 4 families.
Deﬁning the job families in the way that they are nonambiguous in nature. Job post descriptions are retrieved from
the data and classiﬁed by expert judgment .The four job
families are;
1. Business Analyst (Project Manager, Business Analyst,
Product Manager, Program Manager)
2. Data Scientist (Data Engineer Data Scientist, Data
Analyst, Data Consultant)
3. Developer (Software Engineer, Java Developer, Hadoop
Developer, Software Developer)
4. Engineer (Data Architect, DevOps Engineer, Solution
Architect, Systems Engineer
With the help of expert analyzing the job post from the data
and are included in the four families and job descriptions are
retrieved

3.3 SKILL SET CLASSIFICATION
From the data set the job skills are gathered. The skills are to
be clustered for the homogeneous families’ .Forming a number
of skill set that compress of a number of skills. The skills are to
be clustered into skill sets in a way that multiple skillset are to
be required for a single job role and the skill set comprises of
different skills in different proportion. Also, one skill may or
may not be in multiple skill set .Hierarchical clustering
algorithms and traditional algorithms like K means cannot be
applied.[11]With help of literature in chapter 2.2 and 2.3
algorithm is conﬁrmed. Topic modelling algorithm can be used
in this context which uses mixed membership models. To
identify various skill sets within job posts, we decided to adopt
the mixed-membership model Latent Dirichlet Allocation,
LDA (12)
3.3.1 LDA
LDA is a statistical model of document collections that tries to
capture the intuition that documents exhibit multiple topics
and it is most easily described by its generative process, the
imaginary random process by which the model assumes the
documents arose.[13]

Figure 1: Classification of skill set

The two-stage process in which the topic model is generated are:
• p(t|d) is the probability distribution of topics in documents
• p(w|t) is the probability distribution of words in topics
• Probability of a word given document [14]
p(w|d)= ∑𝑡𝑇 𝑝(𝑤 ∨ 𝑑)𝑝(𝑡 ∨ 𝑑)
LDA is uploaded over the data set, where k value is taken as 9
and number of skill per skill set as 20.
3.4 PRESCENCE MATRIX FORMATION BY MAPPING
OF SKILL SETS BY JOB FAMILY.
A matrix shows the presence of elements in the relevant rows
is formed by the analytical mapping between the
descriptions about the job families discussed in the above
Sections withe the output of LDA Fig 1.Using the analytical
IJERTV8IS070390

(1)

functions [15] in R the matrix is formed and table 1 shows
the matrix. It provide a structural classiﬁcation for the big
data job roles
3.5 RESUME MAPPING OF PROFESSIONALS
Resumes of the professionals are then mapped with the
structured classiﬁcation of the job roles and skills using the
analytical functions in R. The skill set of the professionals are
needed and it is mapped with the LDA output ﬁg.1 and results
are formed. The mapping result is taken for analysis. The result
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of the mapping can take and to be analyzed niche persons for
the post can be found.
4 RESULT ANALYSIS
The result will give an idea about the skills needed for the
job and how much the skills in the proﬁle matches with the
required skills .Human resource recruiters will ﬁnd easy with
the structured classiﬁcation to recruit the suitable one.
About 300 resumes of various professionals are used in the
system and result are analyzed .For each resume the system will
generate the presence matrix. Each matrix will show about the
skill sets that the professionals possess. Table 2 shows the result
of four candidates resume mapping result .As per the expert
judgment candidate 1 is suitable for business analyze Figure 2
shows the graphical representation of business analyst and
candidate 1 to the skill sets .Both look similar so it can be

predicted that candidate 1 is business analyst. Similarly the
other resumes are mapped and the result with the expert
judgment is analyzed
Precision and recall values of the system is analyzed and is
recorded as.
Precision = 0.91.
• Recall = 0.91
• F1 Score = 0.9
• Accuracy = 0.93
with result in table 1 .Comparing the mapping result of the
both Result are analyzed separately for each job families and
accuracy, precision ,f1 score and recall is recorded in table 2

Table 1: Job Families with Skill Set

Business
Analyst
Data Scientist
Data
Developer
Data Engineer

Cloud

Software

Network

DB

Analytic

Logic

Architecture

Programing

1

Business
Impact
2

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2
4

0
2

0
1

1
1

0
1

1
2

0
1

1
2

1
2

4

1

3

3

1

1

1

2

3

Precision

Table 2: Result of each job family
Recall
F1 score

Accuracy

Business Analyst

1

1

1

1

Data Scientist

0.8

1

.88

.92

Data Developer

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.84

Data Engineer

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.85

Figure 2: candidate 1 and business analyst
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper we assembled a semi-automated analytical
process for classification of big data professionals .It will
provide answer to managers on which new talent they need for
the ﬁrm .It will also help to provide a knowledge regarding the
upgrading of the skills of their current human
resource .Functional managers can use our results to build more
meaningful and structured job descriptions for hiring Provide
useful guidance to educational institutions. This system will
provide clarity upon the features of job roles. Regardless of
intuition managers and HR recruiters can obtain experts for the
profession. Job seekers will get clear idea regarding their skills
upon the market needs. By changing the data set it can be
implemented in various Fields such as syllabus framing for
universities, training for professional with in the rm, prediction
for other job posts. Accuracy of the system can be improved by
enlarging data set. Instead of LDA deep learning algorithms
may be implemented to improve precision values
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